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DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; novel; treatment of death; life-
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TITLE: Reading to Write: The Waves as Muse; Pace Univ., New York: June 7-9, 1991
AUTHOR(S): Ascher, Carol
PUBLICATION TYPE: book-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1992
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; novel; as inspiration; for writing-
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TITLE: 'What Does It Mean? How Do You Explain It All?' Virginia Woolf: A Postmodern Modernist; Pace Univ., New York: June 7-9, 1991
AUTHOR(S): Hebert, Ann-Marie
PUBLICATION TYPE: book-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1992
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; To-the-Lighthouse; novel; treatment of self-discovery; relationship to postmodernism-
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TITLE: Surpassing Derrida's Deconstructed Self: Virginia Woolf's Poetic Disarticulation of the Self
AUTHOR(S): Porritt, Ruth
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1992
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; novel; treatment of the self; theories of Derrida, Jacques
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TITLE: 'This Hideous Shaping and Moulding': War and The Waves
AUTHOR(S): Lee, Judith
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; novel; treatment of war; pain-
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TITLE: Britannia Rules The Waves
AUTHOR(S): Marcus, Jane
PUBLICATION TYPE: book-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1992
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; novel; treatment of Indian-history; Indian-religions; sati; compared to Shelley, Percy-Bysshe; "The Indian-Girl's-Song"; Marxist-approach
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TITLE: Separation-Individuation in Virginia Woolf's The Waves
AUTHOR(S): Kajencki, AnnMarie-Francis
PUBLICATION TYPE: dissertation-abstract PUBLICATION YEAR: 1992
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; novel; treatment of characters; relationship to separation; individuation; dissertation-abstract
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TITLE: Structure and Closure in 'The Waves,' 'The Years,' and 'Between the Acts'
AUTHOR(S): Stanley, Judith-Elizabeth
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; The Years; Between-the-Acts; novel; structure; closure; dissertation-abstract
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TITLE: Tradition, Authority, and Subjectivity: Narrative Constitution of the Self in The Waves
AUTHOR(S): Booker, M. Keith
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1991
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; novel; first-person-narrator; relationship to subjectivity; of women-
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TITLE: The Stuff That Dreams Are Made On: A Jungian Interpretation of Literature
AUTHOR(S): Snider, Clifton
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1800-1899; Swinburne, Algernon-Charles; Tristram-of-Lyonesse; poetry; treatment in psychological-literary-theory-and-criticism; archetypal-criticism; compared to Wilde, Oscar; The Picture-
of-Dorian-Gray; Woolf, Virginia; Orlando; The Waves; McCullers, Carson; The Member-of-the-Wedding; Clock-without-Hands; theories of Jung, Carl-Gustav; literary-theory-and-criticism; psychological-literary-theory-and-criticism
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TITLE: Spatial Form in Modern Fiction: A Reading of Ulysses and The Waves
AUTHOR(S): Pillai, A. S. D.
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1989
DESCRIPTORS: Irish-literature; 1900-1999; Joyce, James; Ulysses; compared to Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; relationship to modernity
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TITLE: Shakespeare's Sonnet 7 in Woolf's The Waves
AUTHOR(S): Hackett, Robin
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1991
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; treatment of sun; sources in Shakespeare, William; Sonnets
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TITLE: Arnold Bennett and The Waves: Presence within Absence
AUTHOR(S): Kaye, Peter
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1986
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; characterization; compared to Bennett, Arnold
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TITLE: Mlle Youniac(? ) et Mme Woolf: Or, The French Translator's Visit
AUTHOR(S): Jacobs, Peter
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1988
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; on Youcenar, Marguerite; Les Vagues; as French-language-translation; French literature; translation
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TITLE: 'Till the Visionary Became a Part of the Fictitious': Feminine Discourse in Virginia Woolf's Final Decade
AUTHOR(S): Pawlowski, Merry Murdoch
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; as autobiography; as dissertation-abstract
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TITLE: Virginia Woolf's Speaking Pictures
AUTHOR(S): Cabot, Elizabeth Kahlo
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; To-the-Lighthouse; The Waves; as autobiography; as dissertation-abstract
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TITLE: 'Till the Visionary Became a Part of the Fictitious': Feminine Discourse in Virginia Woolf's Final Decade
AUTHOR(S): Pawlowski, Merry Murdoch
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia; The Waves-; The Years-;Between-the-Acts; novel-; dissertation-abstract
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TITLE: Las olas rompian en la playa
AUTHOR(S): Loubet,-Jorgelina
LANGUAGE: Spanish PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1991
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia; The Waves-; novel-;narrative-structure
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TITLE: Henri Bergson's Idea of Duration and Virginia Woolf's Novels
AUTHOR(S): Vieira,-Josalba-Ramalho
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1990
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia; Mrs.-Dalloway; To-the-Lighthouse; The Waves-; novel-; stream-of-consciousness-technique; relationship to time-; application of theories of Bergson,-Henri-Louis; Essai-sur-les-donnees-immediates-de-la-conscience; Time-and-Free-Will; L'Evolution-creatrice; Creative-Evolution
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TITLE: Het evaluatie-gerichte leesproces: Het belang van het model van Hunt en Vipond, o.a. voor interpretatie van The Waves van Virginia Woolf
AUTHOR(S): Roest-Young,-Marianne
LANGUAGE: Dutch PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1990
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TITLE: Subject on Trial: The Displacement of the Reader in Modern and Postmodern Fiction
AUTHOR(S): Travis,-Molly-Abel
PUBLICATION TYPE: dissertation-abstract PUBLICATION YEAR: 1990
DESCRIPTORS: Irish-literature; 1900-1999; Joyce,-James; Ulysses-; novel-;role of reader-; compared to role in Woolf,-Virginia; Mrs.-Dalloway; The Waves-; Pynchon,-Thomas; Gravity's-Rainbow; dissertation-abstract
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TITLE: Woolf's Other: The University in Her Eye
AUTHOR(S): McGee,-Patrick
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1990
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia; The Waves-; novel-; treatment of the other-
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TITLE: La Double Ecriture dans Les Vagues
AUTHOR(S): Topia,-Andre
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1990
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia; The Waves-; novel-; polyphony-; relationship to Joyce,-James; Ulysses-; Faulkner,-William; As -I-Lay-Dying
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TITLE: Narcissus Transformed: Textuality and the Self in Psychoanalysis and Literature
AUTHOR(S): Kochhar-Lindgren, -Gray-Meredith
PUBLICATION TYPE: dissertation-abstract PUBLICATION YEAR: 1990
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, -Virginia; The Waves-; novel-; treatment of the self-;
relationship to Narcissus-; compared to Tournier, -Michel; Le Roi-des-Aulnes; Fowles, -John; Daniel-Martin;
psychoanalytic-approach; application of theories of Freud, -Sigmund; Lacan, -Jacques; dissertation-abstract; French-
literature; relationship to the other-
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TITLE: Virginia Woolf's The Waves: A Phenomenological Reading
AUTHOR(S): Henke, -Suzette-A.
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1989
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, -Virginia; The Waves-; novel-; phenomenological-approach
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TITLE: Woolfenstein
AUTHOR(S): DuPlessis, -Rachel-Blau
PUBLICATION TYPE: book-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1989
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, -Virginia; The Waves-; novel-; style-; narrative-technique;
compared to Stein, -Gertrude
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TITLE: 'Soliloquies in Solitude': Virginia Woolf and the Romantic Imagination
AUTHOR(S): Moses, -John-William
PUBLICATION TYPE: dissertation-abstract PUBLICATION YEAR: 1989
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, -Virginia; To-the-Lighthouse; Orlando -; The Waves-; novel-;
aesthetics-; dissertation-abstract
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TITLE: 'The Waves': Virginia Woolf's Mirror of Consciousness
AUTHOR(S): Bullock, -Linda-Carol
PUBLICATION TYPE: dissertation-abstract PUBLICATION YEAR: 1989
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, -Virginia; The Waves-; novel-; rhythm-; metaphor-; in
narrative-; dissertation-abstract
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TITLE: The Two Kisses: Human Sexuality in Virginia Woolf's The Waves
AUTHOR(S): Moon, -Kenneth
SOURCE (BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION): AUMLA:Journal-of-the-Australasian-Universities-Language-and-
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1988
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, -Virginia; The Waves-; novel-; treatment of sexuality-;
relationship to kiss-; textual-revision
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TITLE: Virginia Woolf's Use of Language in To the Lighthouse, The Waves, and A Room of One's Own
AUTHOR(S): Papoulis,-Irene-Engwall
PUBLICATION TYPE: dissertation-abstract PUBLICATION YEAR: 1987
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia; To-the-Lighthouse; The Waves-; A Room-of-One's-Own; novel-; language-; feminist-approach; theories of Chodorow,-Nancy; dissertation-abstract
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TITLE: The Body of the People in Virginia Woolf
AUTHOR(S): Beer,-Gillian
PUBLICATION TYPE: book-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1987
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia; Orlando-; The Waves-; A Room-of-One's-Own; novel-; by women-novelists; treatment of communality-human-body
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TITLE: Modal Verbs and Moral Principles: An Aspect of Jane Austen's Style
AUTHOR(S): Burrows,-J.-F.
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1986
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1800-1899; Austen,-Jane; Sanditon-; novel-; narrative -form; style-; compared to Woolf,-Virginia; The Waves-; frequency-analysis; linguistic-approach; English-language-Modern; stylistics:-modal-auxiliary-verb; in narrative-
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TITLE: D'une enonciation singuliere: Le Cas des Vagues
AUTHOR(S): Quere,-Henri
LANGUAGE: French PUBLICATION TYPE: book-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1985
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia; The Waves-; novel-; style-
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TITLE: The Architectonics of Fate: Equilibrium and the Process of Creation in the Work of William Wordsworth and Virginia Woolf (Volumes I and II)
AUTHOR(S): Scarfone,-Suzanne
PUBLICATION TYPE: dissertation-abstract PUBLICATION YEAR: 1986
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1800-1899; Wordsworth,-William; The Prelude-; poetry- treatment of perception; experience-; compared to Woolf,-Virginia; The Waves-; dissertation-abstract
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TITLE: Virginia Woolf in the Light of Modern Physics
AUTHOR(S): Killen,-Judith-Ann
PUBLICATION TYPE: dissertation-abstract PUBLICATION YEAR: 1985
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia; The Waves-; The Years-;Between-the-Acts; novel-; compared to quantum-physics; dissertation abstract
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**TITLE:** The Waves of Life in Virginia Woolf's The Waves  
**AUTHOR(S):** Randles,-Beverly-Schlack  
**SERIES:** Analecta-Husserliana; 19  
**PUBLICATION TYPE:** book-article  
**PUBLICATION YEAR:** 1985  
**DESCRIPTORS:** English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia; The Waves; novel; sea symbolism; relationship to phenomenology-
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**TITLE:** Lectures et traductions de Virginia Woolf: Les 'Interludes' de son roman The Waves; Univ. de Picardie, Centre d'etudes du roman et du romanesque  
**AUTHOR(S):** Beretti,-Jany  
**LANGUAGE:** French  
**PUBLICATION TYPE:** book-article  
**PUBLICATION YEAR:** 1984  
**DESCRIPTORS:** English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia; The Waves; novel; on French-language-translation
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**TITLE:** Signing Off: Dickens and Thackeray, Woolf and Beckett  
**AUTHOR(S):** Stewart,-Garrett  
**PUBLICATION TYPE:** book-article  
**PUBLICATION YEAR:** 1984  
**DESCRIPTORS:** English-literature; 1800-1899; Dickens,-Charles; Our-Mutual-Friend; The Pickwick-Papers; novel; closure; compared to Thackeray,-William-Makepeace; The Newcomes; Woolf,-Virginia; The Waves; Beckett, Samuel; Malone-Dies; philosophical-approach
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**TITLE:** Shelley, Virginia Woolf, and The Waves: A Balcony of One's Own  
**AUTHOR(S):** McGavran,-James-Holt,-Jr.  
**SOURCE (BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION):** South-Atlantic-Review, Atlanta, GA (SoAR). 1983 Nov., 48:4, 58-73  
**PUBLICATION TYPE:** journal-article  
**PUBLICATION YEAR:** 1983  
**DESCRIPTORS:** English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia; The Waves; novel; sources in Shelley,-Percy-Bysshe
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**TITLE:** Reading, Psychoanalysis, Dialectics  
**AUTHOR(S):** Funt,-Karen-Lorraine-Bryce  
**SOURCE (BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION):** Dissertation-Abstracts-International, Ann Arbor, MI (DAI). 1984 Apr., 44:10, 3071A  
**PUBLICATION TYPE:** dissertation-abstract  
**PUBLICATION YEAR:** 1984  
**DESCRIPTORS:** English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia; The Waves; novel; reading; relationship to psychoanalysis; dialectics; compared to Doolittle,-Hilda; Nietzsche,-Friedrich-Wilhelm; Also-sprach-Zarathustra; dissertation-abstract; German-literature; 1800-1899; prose-
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**TITLE:** La morte di Bernard: Sul Narciso scrittore in Virginia Woolf  
**AUTHOR(S):** Corona,-Franco  
**SOURCE (BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION):** Il Lettore-di-Provincia, Ravenna, Italy (LdProv). 1984 Dec., 15:59, 58-68  
**LANGUAGE:** Italian  
**PUBLICATION TYPE:** journal-article  
**PUBLICATION YEAR:** 1984  
**DESCRIPTORS:** English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia; The Waves; novel; treatment of narcissism; of writer-
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**TITLE:** I Remembered, I Forgotten: Bernard's Final Soliloquy in The Waves
AUTHOR(S): Dick, Susan
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1983
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; novel; use of tense; treatment of consciousness; memory; relationship to the self
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TITLE: The Waves: A Utopia of Androgyny?
AUTHOR(S): Sypher, Eileen B.
PUBLICATION TYPE: book-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1983
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; novel; characterization; treatment of androgyny
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TITLE: The Squirrel's Heart Beat and the Death of a Moth
AUTHOR(S): Faris, Wendy B.
PUBLICATION TYPE: book-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1983
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; Mrs. Dalloway; The Waves; novel; imagery; compared to Bowen, Elizabeth; The Death-of-the-Heart
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TITLE: What the Literary Critic Can Do for the Linguist: An Outsider's View of the English Verb
AUTHOR(S): Weber, Robert W.
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1982
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; novel; progressive-aspect; relationship to point-of-view; linguistic-approach; English-language-Modern; semantics; and stylistics; progressive-aspect
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TITLE: 'This Globe, Full of Figures': An Archetypal Study of Virginia Woolf's The Waves
AUTHOR(S): Overstreet, Linda Kathryn
PUBLICATION TYPE: dissertation-abstract PUBLICATION YEAR: 1983
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; novel; dissertation-abstract
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TITLE: The Niece of a Nun: Virginia Woolf, Caroline Stephen, and the Cloistered Imagination
AUTHOR(S): Marcus, Jane
PUBLICATION TYPE: book-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1983
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; Three-Guineas; To-the-Lighthouse; The Waves; prose; sources in Stephen, Caroline-Emelia; biographical-approach
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TITLE: The Arnoldian Voice in Woolf's The Waves
AUTHOR(S): Schneider, Mary W.
SOURCE (BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION): The Arnoldian: A Review of Mid-Victorian-Culture, Annapolis, MD (Arnoldian). 1983 Spring, 10:2, 7-20
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1983
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; novel; sources in Arnold, Matthew; "Dover-Beach"
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TITLE: Framing, Centering, and Explicating: Virginia Woolf's Collage
AUTHOR(S): Caws, Mary Ann
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1983
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; novel; use of collage
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TITLE: 'Like as the Waves Make toward the Pebbled Shore': Shakespeare's Influence in The Waves
AUTHOR(S): Beaman, Darlene
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1983
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; novel; structure; imagery; sources in Shakespeare, William; Sonnets
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TITLE: Manuscript Revision and the Heroic Theme of The Waves
AUTHOR(S): Graham, J. W.
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1983
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; novel; treatment of hero; manuscript-study; textual-revision
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TITLE: The Musical Style of The Waves
AUTHOR(S): Levin, Gerald
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1983
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; novel; style; compared to music
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TITLE: Koga to Shi: The Waves no Sekai
AUTHOR(S): Seo, Motoko
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; novel; treatment of the self; death
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TITLE: Spatial Form and Color in The Waves
AUTHOR(S): Stewart, Jack F.
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1982
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; novel; spatial-form; color-imagery; compared to use in Impressionist-painting; includes treatment of time; memory
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TITLE: A Concordance to The Waves by Virginia Woolf
AUTHOR(S): Haule, James M. (ed.); Smith, Philip H., Jr. (ed.)
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; novel
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TITLE: Three Images of Twentieth Century Britain as Manifest in the Novel
AUTHOR(S): Trocsanyi,-M.
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1980
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Galsworthy,-John; The Man-of-Property; novel-; treatment of Great-Britain; compared to Woolf,-Virginia; The Waves;-Golding,-William; Lord-of-the-Flies
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TITLE: Nami Sobyo
AUTHOR(S): Okunishi,-Akira
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia; The Waves-; novel-
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TITLE: Between the Acts: The Demiurge Made Flesh
AUTHOR(S): Fromm,-Harold
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1981
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia; Between-the-Acts; The Waves-; novel-
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TITLE: Virginia Woolf: Metaphor of the Inverted Birth
AUTHOR(S): Kushen,-Betty
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1981
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia; The Waves-; The Years-; Between-the-Acts; novel-
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TITLE: Pre-Texts for the Transatlantic Feminist
AUTHOR(S): Jardine,-Alice
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1981
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia; The Waves-; novel-; compared to Wittig,-Monique; Les Guerilleres-; feminist-approach; French-literature; literary-theory-and-criticism; feminist-literary-theory-and -criticism; in France-; and United-States; treatment of fiction-; by women-writers; role of Kristeva,-Julia
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AUTHOR(S): Boone,-Joseph-Allen
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1981
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia; The Waves-; novel-; symbolism-; characterization-; treatment of permanence-; defiance-; time-
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TITLE: 'To Return to St. Ives': Woolf's Autobiographical Writings
AUTHOR(S): Fleishman,-Avrom
SOURCE (BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION): ELH, Baltimore, MD (ELH). 1981 Fall, 48:3, 606-618
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1981
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia; To-the-Lighthouse; The Waves-; novel-; autobiographical-novel; diary-; biographical-approach
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TITLE: 'Alone Seeking the Visible World': The Wordsworths, Virginia Woolf, and The Waves
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1981
DESCRIPTIONS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; The Waves; novel; imagery; treatment of seashore; identity; sources in Wordsworth, William; The Prelude; Wordsworth, Dorothy
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TITLE: Private Brother, Public World
AUTHOR(S): Ruddick, Sara
DESCRIPTIONS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia; Jacob's Room; The Waves; novel-
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TITLE: Virginia Woolf - The Waves: Emanzipation als Moglichkeit des Bewusstseinsromans
AUTHOR(S): Weber, Ingeborg
SERIES: Neue-Studien-zur-Anglistik-und-Amerikanistik, 7800 Freiburg i.Br., W.Germany; 1
DESCRIPTIONS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia
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TITLE: 'Surely Order Did Prevail': Virginia Woolf and The Voyage Out
AUTHOR(S): McDowell, Frederick-P.-W.
PUBLICATION TYPE: book-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1980 NOTES: Compared with Waves
DESCRIPTIONS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia
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TITLE: Parallelism and Contrast in Virginia Woolf's The Waves
AUTHOR(S): Bell, Carolyn-Wilkerson
SOURCE (BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION): Philological-Quarterly, Iowa City, IA 1979, 58, 348-59
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1979
DESCRIPTIONS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia
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AUTHOR(S): Moore, Madeline
PUBLICATION TYPE: book-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1980
DESCRIPTIONS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia
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TITLE: Making the Waves Heard
AUTHOR(S): Swartz, Mary-Ann
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1980 NOTES: Water imagery in Waves
DESCRIPTIONS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf, Virginia
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TITLE: Louis Unmasked: T.S. Eliot in The Waves
AUTHOR(S): Eder,-Doris-L.
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1980
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia; English-literature; 1900-1999; Eliot,-T.-S.

TITLE: Creative Breakthrough: Sequence and the Blade of Consciousness in Virginia Woolf's The Waves
AUTHOR(S): Mendez,-Charlotte-Walker
PUBLICATION TYPE: book-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1978
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia
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TITLE: 'This Is the Drop Forming': Concording The Waves
AUTHOR(S): Haule,-James-M.
SOURCE (BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION): Virginia-Woolf-Miscellany, Stanford, CA 1978, 11, 6
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1978
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia
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TITLE: The Knot of Consciousness in The Waves
AUTHOR(S): Barzilai,-Shulamith
SOURCE (BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION): Hebrew-University-Studies-in-Literature, Jerusalem, Israel 1979, 7, 214-44
PUBLICATION TYPE: journal-article PUBLICATION YEAR: 1979
DESCRIPTORS: English-literature; 1900-1999; Woolf,-Virginia
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